
Introduction to four autobiographical poets

The New Critics and their many heirs today – most of whom saucily and misleadingly 

claim to have superseded their great predecessors – are united around the proposition 

that a poem is a rhetorical structure that must be read as if it contains within its text the 

key to its interpretation.  Therefore they consider it to be illegitimate to augment the 

reading of any stand-alone poem with information that originates outside the poem.  To 

go beyond the bare text is regarded as an impertinence.  We readers are allowed only 

the help of a crib that augments our "cultural literacy."  For instance, in Shakespeare's 

time, the word "doubt" meant something akin to fear, and the word "fear" meant 

something akin to doubt.  We cannot be expected to know this, and to be told it merely 

enables us to acquire the lexicon that Shakespeare's readers all possessed.  We do not

thereby venture outside the plain meaning of the text into areas of speculation: we 

merely avoid a misunderstanding that Shakespeare could not have anticipated.  The 

annotation of a topical reference, however – a footnote, let us say, that a character's 

"humour" has a relation to the Elizabethan analysis of psychology in terms of the Four 

Humours – must be undertaken in a spirit of austerity.  Beyond clarifying what the words

of the poem meant to the poet and his audience, the interpreter is to bring in no data 

whatsoever from the writer's life or from any other works by the writer.  The attention of 



the commentator must be focused solely on the form and content of the work being 

examined.

Before we even take up the question of whether these strictures are justified, we 

should note that the New Critics have never abided by their own program for much 

longer than the hour in the classroom when they showed a slide of the unannotated 

poem to their college undergraduates, courtesy of PowerPoint.  Unhappily for 

professors who wish to stick with the program, there are three sources of material from 

outside the poem that tempt even the most abstemious scholar into breaches of critical 

decorum: the poet's diaries, journals, letters, and, sometimes, autobiographies, which 

have at least the virtue of capturing the poet's thoughts verbatim; the memoirs and 

reminiscences of friends and contemporaries, which may pass various tests for 

trustworthiness and carry a good deal of credibility; and the exhaustive biographies 

assembled later by industrious and scrupulous academic researchers.

Clearly, literary scholars have felt at liberty to quote freely from every epistolary 

scrap or memorandum or butcher's bill; they have overseen the publication of every 

extant letter written by their subjects, no matter how mundane the content; and if they 

have at their disposal a delicious piece of verified gossip bearing directly upon the poem

in question, they cannot help cheating when it comes time to interpret the single work.  

How can they resist – how can we expect or want them to resist – letting us know that 

the subject of many of Yeats's love lyrics was the Irish firebrand Maud Gonne?

Here is W. H. Auden, in an essay that he contributed to the old Signet edition of 

Shakespeare's sonnets, railing against precisely this impropriety:

Idle curiosity is an ineradicable vice of the human mind.  All of us like to 



discover the secrets of our neighbors, particularly the ugly ones.  This has 
always been so, and, probably, always will be.  What is relatively new, 
however – it is scarcely to be found before the latter half of the eighteenth 
century – is a blurring of the borderline between the desire for truth and 
idle curiosity, until, today, it has been so thoroughly erased that we can 
indulge the latter without the slightest pangs of conscience.  A great deal 
of what today passes for scholarly research is an activity no different from 
that of reading somebody's private correspondence when he is out of the 
room, and it doesn't really make it morally any better if he is out of the 
room because he is in his grave.

Auden is right about this, but perhaps the key word is "ineradicable."  If the vice truly is 

inextirpable, it may as well be adopted as a virtue.  And it has been.  Auden has no 

more been spared the indignity of having biographers and memoirists delve into his 

psyche than has any other major literary figure.

But in terms of a direct affront to the author's prerogative to shape the work as an 

aesthetic whole, perhaps the grossest impropriety and most egregious transgression is 

the scholar's use of work that the poet chose not to put before the public.  Here is a 

famous exchange between Ernest Hemingway and George Plimpton in a Paris Review 

interview:

Hemingway: I rewrote the ending to Farewell to Arms, the last page of it, 
thirty-nine times before I was satisfied.

Plimpton: Was there some technical problem there?  What was it that had
stumped you?

Hemingway: Getting the words right.

The recent publication of the thirty-eight rejected versions, while naturally of interest to 

writers and to those who love to study the creative process, is exactly what Hemingway 



never wanted his audience to see.  Or do we think that he wished to fill our minds with 

all the ways he had gotten the words wrong?  Equally unforgivable is the publication of 

the three chapters that opened the first draft of The Sun Also Rises.  He excised these 

at the urging of Scott Fitzgerald, recognizing, in spite of his alleged egomania and his 

competitiveness with his successful contemporary, the soundness of the advice; and the

excision immeasurably strengthened the opening as a result.  To contaminate the 

aesthetically pleasing finished work with the passages that were discarded precisely 

because the writer judged them to be aesthetically weak is an unconscionable violation 

of the artist's personal space.  For some reason, we see the ugliness of the violation if 

one person secretly records another's private conversations, but not when we invade an

artist's workshop and go through the trash.

The issue is little different when we publish work that writers have brought to a 

finish but still have chosen not to publish – we take an indecent liberty in overruling their

judgments and riding roughshod over their wishes.  Here, we do have the excuse ready 

to hand that the author may have been a poor judge of his or her own excellences.  

Nonetheless, rejection of a work in toto is the most categorical editorial decision that an 

author can make.  To bring such a work before the public is an act of colossal arrogance

on our part and of appalling disrespect toward the artist whom we claim to revere – far 

more imperious than relegating a few canceled passages to the appendix of a critical 

edition of a published work.

A recent crime of literary vandalism, perpetrated by persons unrelated to Harper 

Lee and motivated by pure greed, was the publication of the discarded draft of the 

fledgling novel that she completed prior to writing To Kill a Mockingbird.  Lee had been 



persuaded by a thoughtful editor to abandon this work and start over.  She kept the two 

central characters of father and daughter but turned the narration into the daughter's 

memories of her childhood.  The abandoned draft, titled Go Set a Watchman, was 

completely subsumed by To Kill a Mockingbird – so much so that it is misleading to call 

it a first version of the later novel – but critics who had no excuse not to know better 

actually made the novice's error of regarding the two books as prequel and sequel.  

They began to reinterpret the Atticus Finch of To Kill a Mockingbird in light of traits 

exhibited by Atticus Finch in Go Set a Watchman, which is set 20 years later in time and

reflects the tensions of the nascent civil rights movement of the 1950s.  These critics 

either were stupidly unaware of, or willfully disdained, the ironclad aesthetic principle 

and plain fact that the two are not the same character at all – their sharing the same 

name is an unfortunate coincidence that can be explained by Lee's decision never to 

publish the earlier manuscript.  What's in a name?  Nothing, if prying eyes are kept from

seeing what they were never meant to see.

It should be manifest, therefore, that however much we may choose, with 

however many shameful rationalizations, to violate a poet's privacy by publishing 

biographies and collections of letters, surely one principle can be embraced – that it is 

wrong in all cases to publish and criticize a poet's rough drafts, abandoned drafts, 

unfinished poems, and even completed poems that the poet deemed unfit to send to the

publisher.  Surely there can be no exceptions to this principle.

Except Emily Dickinson, John Keats, Gerard Manley Hopkins, and William 

Shakespeare.



Otherwise, what are we to do with 1800 poems by Emily Dickinson?  In her lifetime, ten 

were published, almost certainly without her permission, and all of them altered against 

her will by their editors.  About 600 of them were sent in letters to her correspondents, 

but never with any indication that they were to be "shown around."  In spite of what her 

most ardent – and frankly unhinged – academic advocates say, enclosing poems in 

letters is not a kind of publication.  Nor is assembling homemade booklets of draft 

poems and keeping them in a drawer.  There is no indication that she wanted any of her

poems to be commercially published.  In spite of widespread and inexcusable 

misrepresentation by Dickinson scholars, her famous letter to Thomas Wentworth 

Higginson asked only for his opinion of her verses; and he was not the editor the 

Atlantic Monthly, but merely a contributor.  She was not submitting them for publication; 

and he was not authorized to make the decision to accept them.  Furthermore, a large 

number of her poetic drafts are unfinished, either in the sense that the best copy that 

has been found is still obviously a working draft, or in the more dire sense that the poem

has been broken off and abandoned, with stanzas left incomplete or deformed, lines left

unrhymed, and alternatives left unadopted.  She did nothing to distinguish the poems 

that she considered finished, worthy, and perhaps publisher-ready from those that she 

considered rough drafts.  She left no instructions of any kind, and her sister Lavinia 

could easily have justified burning them, as hundreds of them were deeply personal and

private in nature.  Indeed, Lavinia did burn all the letters that her sister had received, to 

the great sorrow of biographers today.

What are we to do with Gerard Manley Hopkins, who acquiesced when his Jesuit

superiors pressured him to refrain from submitting his poems for publication?  Instead, 



he sent most of them in letters to his friend and fellow poet Robert Bridges, simply as 

part of their ongoing correspondence that was often devoted to problems of prosody.  

Upon his death, in an act of somewhat unorthodox courtesy, Hopkins's papers were 

sent to Bridges, rather than to members of the family of the deceased.  According to the 

Father Minister of the Dublin Jesuit community, Hopkins, like Emily Dickinson, had given

"no instructions about preserving or destroying them."  The poems were finally 

published under Bridges's supervision only after a delay of three decades.

What are we to do with the large number of drafts that inevitably fill out every 

collection of the "Complete Poetry of John Keats"?  Some of them that were brought to 

a high state of perfection were nonetheless carefully withheld from his publishers Taylor 

and Hessey, who had to press him to allow his final volume to appear at all.  For that 

small selection, "La Belle Dame sans Merci," the "Ode on Indolence," "The Fall of 

Hyperion," and a half-dozen of the best sonnets in the English language failed to make 

the cut in Keats's own estimation.  Dozens more of his poems are taken from letters to 

friends and exist in no other copy – he tossed them off for his own amusement and the 

pleasure of his correspondent, rhyming for the fun of it and keeping no copy for his own 

later perusal.

There is a simple explanation for our flouting of good manners.  If we followed 

the rule that the poet should make the final decision on whether the public is to be 

invited to read the work, we would lose over a thousand of Dickinson's poems even 

after we allowed ourselves the effrontery of requisitioning her private correspondence, 

plus half of the poems in any collected works of Keats, and all but three minor poems by

Hopkins that were published before he was told by the Jesuits, or he told himself, to 



cease and desist.

The case of Shakespeare's sonnets is more complicated.  They were published 

in 1609 when the poet was 45 years old.  However, our best inference is not only that 

he had no hand in their publication, but may well have been mortified by it.  Indeed, it 

has been plausibly speculated that whoever arranged for them to be published may 

have stolen them, or at least misappropriated them, and wanted to create a scandal 

with them.  It is my opinion that most of them are mere exercises and that the majority 

of them are little better than single drafts dashed off quickly: but however that may be, 

we have no warrant for believing that he wanted us to read them.  Auden says of the 

sonnets that Shakespeare "wrote them, I am quite certain, as one writes a diary, for 

himself alone, with no thought of a public."  By the light of his own principle, then, he 

must have put his conscience to sleep when he read them.

Auden was born in 1907, which means that he was a highly susceptible teenager

when the principles of the New Criticism coalesced and the modern understanding of 

literary aesthetics was born.  While the theory behind the New Criticism dated back to 

the late 19th century – it was cogently formulated by Oscar Wilde among others – it 

gained ascendancy only during the 1920s, after which no one, not even a poet as 

talented as Auden, was immune to its orthodoxies.  He accepted the tenets of New 

Critical formalism wholeheartedly; and in the essay, he gives them a clear and 

complacent expression.  Here he uncritically parrots the axiom that biographical data 

are irrelevant to a proper understanding of any poem whatsoever:

It so happens that we know almost nothing about the historical 
circumstances under which Shakespeare wrote these sonnets. . . . This 
has not prevented many very learned gentlemen from displaying their 



scholarship and ingenuity in conjecture.  Though it seems to me rather 
silly to spend much time upon conjectures which cannot be proven true or 
false, that is not my real objection to their efforts.  What I really object to is 
their illusion that, if they were successful, if the identity of the Friend, the 
Dark Lady, the Rival Poet, etc, could be established beyond doubt, this 
would in any way illuminate our understanding of the sonnets themselves.

Their illusion seems to me to betray either a complete 
misunderstanding of the nature of the relation between art and life or an 
attempt to rationalize and justify plain vulgar idle curiosity. . . . In the case 
of any kind of artist . . . the story of his life and the history of his works are 
distinct.

I agree with Auden that learning the real identities of the personages in the sonnets 

might well have a deleterious effect on our understanding – but less because he is 

correct that such information has no bearing on the poems than because we would be 

likely to run rampant with illegitimate extrapolations.  Shakespeare would have known 

these people for a few hours at a time during circumscribed periods of their lives.  Their 

biographies, on the other hand, would mostly track their public lives and rely heavily on 

their unreliable statements about themselves and on the testimony of large numbers of 

people, none of them Shakespeare, who were acquainted with them.  We need to take 

the sonnets on faith as the closest representation we have of who these people were to 

him.  In that sense, the sonnets are the only reliable record of what interests us.  So 

Auden is correct that we are already in possession of most of what we need to 

understand the sonnets – namely, the sonnets themselves.

But this is not to say that the sonnets are perfectly clear, either individually or in 

toto, or that they vindicate the New Critical dictum that every poem is a self-standing 

aesthetic object that manifests in its text the terms that must govern our understanding 

of it.  Certainly the affirmation of the art work's autonomy is a long-standing truism, 

much older than the New Criticism: no competent interpreter would rely on the contents 



of a letter or an entry in a journal in analyzing a poem, as if the poet merely versified the

prose; the working assumption is always that the poet performed an alchemical 

transmutation of the lead of everyday life into the gold of art.  But how, then, are we to 

understand the alchemy when the poem is a letter or a journal entry?  Auden trips over 

his own shoelaces when he gets down to the very case that he is addressing:

What is astonishing about the sonnets, especially when one remembers 
the age in which they were written, is the impression they make of naked 
autobiographical confession. . . . It is impossible to believe either that 
Shakespeare wished them to be published or that he can have shown 
most of them to the young man and woman, whoever they were, to whom 
they are addressed. . . . When the sonnets are really obscure, they are 
obscure in the way that a diary can be, in which the writer does not bother 
to explain references which are obvious to him, but an outsider cannot 
know.

Note the concession that he makes in the last line, and how it contradicts his earlier 

categorical assertion that a biographical account "throws no light whatsoever upon the 

artist's work."  Clearly, it is conceivable that we might find historical documents or letters

that would clear up some of Shakespeare's obscurities for us.  Perhaps a formalist critic 

would respond that any such private references as might come to light would be mere 

details: but he would not be entitled to assume that.  If a poem is truly intended to 

remain as private as a diary, and the author leaves unexplained what he knows well 

enough himself, then there is no reason why an impenetrable reference may not be 

pointing to an event of tremendous personal significance.

Should scholars find a cache of letters written by Shakespeare to anybody at all, 

but especially to the Fair Youth or the Dark Lady, we will all be agog with a ravening 

curiosity, and imputations of vulgarity will not dissuade us in the least.  Or if we find 



communications that directly pertain to the matters referenced in the sonnets – 

messages, say, exchanged between the Fair Youth and the Dark Lady, including 

statements made to them by Shakespeare or to each other about him – only the most 

stiff-necked critics would keep their interpretations unsullied by the information.  But as 

to the point under consideration, such letters could hardly fail to promote our better 

comprehension, based on Auden's own conclusion that the sonnets contain numerous 

opacities because they were written more as entries in a private journal than as public 

poems.

If we are to adopt Auden's policy of austerity, we had better not read the sonnets 

at all, inasmuch as he makes such a compelling case for Shakespeare's having never 

intended to publish them.  Certainly Auden's scruples should have been strengthened 

by his suspicion that the sonnets may have appeared in print only via the machinations 

of an unscrupulous party.  We are already indulging an impermissible incursion into 

Shakespeare's privacy by opening the volume.  Yet Auden read every page of it.

Setting aside Auden's squeamishness about propriety, where I most depart from the 

hard line taken by the New Critics is their insistence that each individual sonnet be read 

as a self-standing artifact, with each new sonnet taken to be a new beginning, with new 

premises.  The sonnets are the most persuasive validation of my principle that, with a 

body of poetry, we must let each poem be read by every other poem.  To encounter any 

one of the sonnets in isolation is to have an experience far different from reading it in 

the light of all the others.  Consider one of the most famous, Sonnet 94, beginning 

"They that have pow'r to hurt and will do none."  It continues for eight lines as a 



philosophical reflection on the virtues of self-command and stoicism.  In the last six, 

Shakespeare avers that the person who displays such equipoise is like a beautiful 

flower.  But even such paragons may be susceptible to "base infection," in which case 

the corruption of a noble character is more regrettable than the mundane dereliction of 

baser natures: "Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds."  How could we infer, from 

a reading of this single sonnet in isolation from all the rest, the astonishing fact that it is 

one of a series of 126 sonnets, every one of which is addressed to, or refers to, a young

man who is the object of Shakespeare's love, and that there is a second series of 28 

others that are devoted to a mistress who at one point instigates a veritable menage a 

trois with the poet and the fair youth?  Furthermore, this love triangle is also treated in 

the first series, so that all 154 are related and may be said to examine a single situation;

and no third series of sonnets by Shakespeare, or even so much as a single sonnet on 

any subject other than this situation, has ever come to light.  (The half dozen or so 

sonnets incorporated into his plays do not count as independent poems.)  To regard 

each of the 154 sonnets as a one-off is willfully perverse: only by considering all of them

together can we begin to comprehend the emotions that are rendered in any one of 

them.

Scrupulous New Critics will deny that we can say with any confidence that it is 

the same Fair Youth throughout the 126 sonnets and the same Dark Lady in the 

remaining 28.  The most punctilious of them will insist doggedly that the speaker of each

sonnet is a persona, not to be confused with William Shakespeare the playwright, and 

that the Fair Youth, Dark Lady, and Rival Poet may all be fictional characters like 

Romeo, Juliet, and Mercutio.  That way madness lies.



When we place Sonnet 94 in the context of all the other sonnets, we cannot fail 

to understand, even without knowing their proper chronology, that this seeming 

generalization about human nature is actually an admonition aimed at a specific person 

known to Shakespeare.  And another sonnet, No. 116, perhaps the most treasured of all

– "Let me not to the marriage of true minds/Admit impediment" – takes on a new and 

intriguing color when it is nested among the 125 others addressed to the same Fair 

Youth.  Helen Vendler, often venerated as "the dean of American critics" and as our 

most accomplished "closer reader," speculates that this sonnet may have been 

engendered by an exchange between Shakespeare and the young man.  Our poet may 

have accused the beloved youth of fickleness – a theme of other sonnets – and perhaps

provoked that gentleman to respond breezily that love is changeable and people fall in 

love and out of love and move on.  Whereupon Shakespeare answered with some 

asperity that "love is not love/Which alters when it alteration finds," and that his own 

love for his friend "alters not . . . but bears it out even to the edge of doom."  If part of 

Shakespeare's motivation was to shame the young man, he did so in one of the most 

unforgettable testimonies to love ever penned.

It is also suggestive to compare certain passages from the plays to certain of the 

sonnets.  Hamlet, in his famous soliloquy, gives a catalogue of the "slings and arrows of 

outrageous fortune" and of the "thousand natural shocks that flesh is heir to."  His list 

includes

the whips and scorns of time,
The oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely,
The pangs of despised love, the law's delay,
The insolence of office and the spurns
That patient merit of the unworthy takes . . . .



We turn next to Sonnet 66:

Tir'd with all these, for restful death I cry,
As, to behold desert a beggar born,
And needy nothing trimm'd in jollity,
And purest faith unhappily forsworn,
And gilded honor shamefully misplaced,
And maiden virtue rudely strumpeted,
And right perfection wrongfully disgraced,
And strength by limping sway disabled,
And art made tongue-tied by authority,
And folly (doctor-like) controlling skill,
And simple truth miscall'd simplicity,
And captive good attending captain ill:
  Tired with all these, from these would I be gone,
  Save that, to die, I leave my love alone.

This, like Sonnet 116, is an example of a "poem qua poem" that stands perfectly well on

its own and needs no gloss from any outside source.  But even so, the reading of the 

sonnet is enriched by the reading of the soliloquy.

Having given ourselves a waiver to retrieve discarded works from the oblivion into which

their authors wished to cast them, there is no going back.  However, a New Critic would 

insist that interpretive decorum must continue to reign: in however imperfect a state we 

find it, the poem must still "stand alone."  Why manhandle the work with outside 

information, even when the biographical tidbits seem to "add up"?  There is sure to be 

some element of personal revelation, however deeply disguised, in every literary 

production; but in their most perfect works, the best writers so sublimate it that the 

reader's discovery of the telling real-life detail makes no difference at all to the 

understanding of the work.  Henry James must have felt a degree of identification with 



John Marcher in The Beast in the Jungle.  Edith Wharton came from the monied class 

about which she writes so trenchantly, and furthermore had frustrating encounters with 

the types of withholding men who dot her pages and thwart her heroines.  But if we sniff

around in writers' biographies, adding rampant speculation to meager fact in order to 

nose out James's frustrated homoeroticism or Wharton's romantic disappointments, are 

we not simply indulging, as Auden says so pointedly, in the vulgarity of gossip?

I do recognize that the critical orthodoxy is consistent here: the poem qua poem 

must be confronted as a pristine, self-contained aesthetic object, be it a diamond in the 

rough draft or a highly polished gem delivered to the publisher and replicated exactly in 

our anthologies.  The principle still abides – that every poem must succeed or fail as a 

single rhetorical structure.

On the other hand, in light of our extraordinary invasions of the privacy of the four

poets I have mentioned, and the expropriation for our reading pleasure of hundreds of 

pages of material that they explicitly withheld from our prying eyes, it seems excessively

puritanical for scholars to then abjure all examination of the biographical concomitants 

of the poems and disdain the clues found in letters and trustworthy anecdotes that can 

clear up obscure passages in published works.  And a refusal to consider all the poems 

on the same subject, with a view to contributing to our better understanding of any one 

poem in the series, takes the mania for critical antisepsis to the point of derangement.

My four poets are obvious exceptions to New Critical orthodoxies, but most other 

writers are exceptions as well.  Certainly one key to grasping much of Kafka's fiction can

be found in the famous letter that he wrote to his father; and some of A. E. Housman's 

poem gain immeasurably in poignancy from our knowledge that "this unlucky love" was 



not merely a poetic trope but a reference to his lifelong devotion to Moses Jackson, his 

friend in college who later married and pursued a medical career in Canada.  The real 

depression of David Foster Wallace is an important gloss, not only on his story "The 

Depressed Person," but even on his graduation address to the students of Kenyon 

College.  An acquaintance with the private prayers that Jane Austen wrote for her own 

household use lead us to a better appreciation of the tensions of Mansfield Park and the

sometime contradictions and dissonances in her treatment of the charmingly insouciant 

Mary Crawford, whom Austen resembled in many respects, and Fanny Price, her often 

unlovable but morally upright heroine whom she wanted to resemble.  Yes, of course, all

these works can "stand alone," but they are further illuminated by information gathered 

from their authors' other writings and from extra-literary sources, and our experience of 

them is thereby enhanced.

But not, I admit, the work of Marianne Moore, or the other ultra-intellectualizing 

formalists who admitted her to their select company: William Carlos Williams, for 

instance, and Wallace Stevens.  The only reason to probe their biographies is idle 

curiosity – to find out what on earth made them choose to be formalists in the first place.

To a person of my taste, the answer is sure to be what Thoreau called "a melancholy 

accident."

In addition to the light that is shed by allowing multiple poems to "read each other," 

there is another valid reason to go outside the text for supplemental information: 

sometimes poets fail to make their meaning clear.

It is the grossest form of sentimentality to believe in the infallibility of the supreme



artist.  Let me state baldly at the outset that the artist is not a better person than you 

are.  Artists are not necessarily smarter, saner, more moral, more empathic, or more 

psychologically evolved than you – they are not saints, seers, prophets, or social critics 

at a higher level of awareness than that attained by ordinary people in all other walks of 

life.  They do not see further than historians and journalists, more capaciously into the 

human heart than competent therapists, more beneficently than the best clergymen and

ethicists.  They do not raise better children.  They differ from the rest of us in one 

respect only: they have a gift for engaging with the most interesting and intense content 

and subjecting it to the tightest artistic coordination of elements, thereby creating unified

wholes that display command of structure, verisimilitude, emotional resonance, and 

radiance.  A poet has a greater gift than you have for putting ordinary thoughts in 

musical and evocative language.  The poet is more gifted in "phonically overdetermined 

speech," to adopt the language of scholar and critic Morse Peckham:

In English the techniques of overdetermination are few but inexhaustible: 
rhyme, the repetition of the same sound combination at regular intervals or
sets of regular intervals; alliteration, the selection of words to provide a 
more than normally frequent recurrence of the same consonant; 
assonance, the selection of words to provide a more than normally 
frequent recurrence of the same vowel or groups of vowels (such as front 
or back vowels); rhythm, the regular repetition of stress; and junctural 
regularity, or the regular repetition of juncture, a term I use here with non-
technical fuzziness to indicate pauses in the stream of spoken sound.

For many centuries, a master of these techniques was celebrated for his craftsmanship.

Keats saw himself as a workman who could turn thoughts, impressions, ideas, and 

stories into verbal music ("I must make 4000 Lines of one bare circumstance and fill 

them with Poetry").  In his culture, such a facility was widely appreciated and well 



remunerated, so he did not have to puff himself up as a holy man.  Not until the rise of 

science cut into the prestige of the humanities would poets claim to be sages who 

expressed a range of spiritual "truths" as consequential as the material truths of 

chemists and physicists.

There is a second quality beyond the scope of most of their readers that some of 

the most compelling poets have, including the four whom I wish to study: they may feel 

things more acutely than we do, and take things more to heart.  They may be people, in 

the words of Keats, "to whom the miseries of the world are misery, and will not let them 

rest"; or their self-absorption may be so great that they do not "feel the giant agony of 

the world" so much as their own giant agony.  This gives a sharper inward pang to the 

emotions that they experience and then investigate, and as a result their descriptions 

may be more intense and vivid.  However, they are not necessarily the greatest 

psychologists and intellectuals: they may know themselves, or at least know the origin 

of certain aspects of their own behavior, very little.  While they probe abysms of feeling 

and excavate startling and sometimes appalling truths, they may lack sober analytical 

skills.  They dredge up what the rest of us keep submerged – but perhaps nothing in 

their makeup or experience equips them to understand or explain it.  To feel strongly is 

not the same as to feel deeply, if depth implies comprehension.  These poets' ability to 

mesmerize the ear with incantatory verses and express their observations in pithily 

memorable figures of speech notwithstanding, they may be as perplexed as we are by 

the why and wherefore of their emotions, or even more so.  The power and 

enchantment of their art lie in what they bring to light in all its unruliness, not in their 

reduction of the chaos to order and intelligibility.  What is orderly and intelligible is the 



aesthetic form, not necessarily the content.  If this is so, then their finished works may 

exhibit greater contradictions and more spectacularly unresolved conflicts than the 

productions of lesser artists – their fearlessness in confronting the most difficult subject 

matter may goad them to grapple with unassimilable autobiographical materials.

This deficit, if it even deserves to be called a deficit – that artists may no more 

understand other people or their own psychological depths than lay people of everyday 

discernment and education – is not necessarily a justification for rummaging through 

their wastepaper baskets and culling anecdotes from their friends and enemies, 

inasmuch as their assembled scraps will display the sane limitations of self-

understanding as their published works.  Where we certainly need ancillary information 

is in the cases where even the greatest writers simply fail to make their meaning clear.  

This can happen, as I have just said, because the experience is still opaque to 

them.  But it can also happen for the same mundane reason that it happens to any of 

us: they, like we, are subject to the common-enough error of knowing the event they are

describing so intimately that they think they have conveyed it to us by means of the few 

words that bring it so poignantly before their own eyes; thus they fail to provide, from the

scene that they are visualizing so clearly in their mind's eye, all the information that we 

need to replicate the experience.  The dots that they are mentally connecting are so 

obvious to them that they misjudge how explicit they need to be to convey the picture to 

others.  Remember again that the great poets differ from us only by being poets – not 

by being superhumanly immune to such quotidian fallibilities.  They differ in having a 

vocabulary and an ear and a constructive power that we lack and by possessing an 

uncanny ability to transform the stuff of emotional life into verbal structures of great 



resonance and beauty.  When we put them on pedestals that they never claimed for 

themselves, and treat them as demigods, we do them a disservice, severing their 

kinship with us.  

In the case of the negligent artist, the missing information that will clear up an 

ambiguity may lie close at hand in a rough draft, a scribbled note, a description of the 

scene in a letter, a verbal explanation to a friend, or an autobiography.  If we 

abstemiously restrict ourselves to the pristine text of the single work that we are 

examining, we may be unable to understand, through no delinquency of ours, what the 

poet wished us to effortlessly grasp; yet the difficulties may be easily and 

incontrovertibly resolved with a little help from extra-textual materials.  To eschew such 

help is fastidiousness run amok.

The intelligent use, as opposed to the customary abuse, of such material should 

be circumscribed by the following constraint: that this expedient will be utilized only 

when the stand-alone work is, in some degree, recalcitrant to interpretation; and when, 

furthermore, the ambiguities and uncertainties can be decisively cleared up by the 

revelations found in other works, in letters and memoirs, and finally in biographical 

details gathered from other sources.

It should go without saying that we must proceed in this endeavor with the utmost

of discretion.

In the category of works that cannot quite meet the test of standing alone, we will

encounter two sub-categories: the work that absolutely requires, for its full 

comprehension, some supplementary information; and the work that can give a 

completely satisfying aesthetic experience without any supplementary material but 



nonetheless exhibits, for all its excellences, some fascinating degree of fracture or 

contradictoriness, such that the additional data will make smooth the rough places or at 

least shine a light on the densities that have evoked discrepant readings, sometimes 

within the same reader in successive readings.

The second sub-category comprises half the poems ever written.

The four poets whose works I wish to examine have benefitted mightily from the 

posthumous opening up of their oeuvres to include their rough drafts and unpublished 

works.  Their individual poems all profit from being read with the help of all their other 

poems and from further illumination from additional details found in their letters and 

biographies.  But the strongest justification for augmenting each "poem qua poem" with 

extra-textual material lies in the profound and disturbing nature of the experiences that 

they underwent and could not fully explicate in their verse.  All four were shaken by 

extraordinary storms of emotion that set them apart from the people around them; and 

none of the four was able to distill these experiences into simple sense in the poems 

that record them.  Their genius, I repeat, was not in formulating tidy case histories out of

their emotional crises but in recording the emotional particularities of them in poetically 

charged language.  Here is a stark example from the pen of Emily Dickinson, when she 

was most assailed by an affliction that she feared might be "madness":

I saw no Way - The Heavens were stitched -
I felt the Columns close -
The Earth reversed her Hemispheres -
I touched the Universe -

And back it slid - and I alone -
A speck upon a Ball -



Went out upon Circumference -
Beyond the Dip of Bell -

What a psychiatrist would do with this, in order to make a scientific report on her 

emotional health, is a pretty question, but one that I am willing to answer immediately – 

nothing.  As an empirical description of a quasi-medical or psychological syndrome, this 

poem is not helpful.  As a description of a feeling, it is incomparable.  The greatest poets

are phenomenologists, not psychologists.  This memorable piece emanates from the 

period when Dickinson was writing a new poem almost every day.  While the 

surrounding poems do not provide a definite key to this one, its ambience and manner 

of thought become increasingly familiar when it is read in conjunction with a dozen 

others that are similarly evocative and clearly describe the same experience.

For depicting such extraordinary states of being, words are conspicuously 

inadequate, even when handled by masters of language.  As denotation is overwhelmed

here, Dickinson, not surprisingly, resorts to metaphor, and takes that standard-issue 

piece of poetic equipment into the realm of the fantastic.  She commandeers thought 

and sends it, all unwilling, where it is at a dead loss to keep making sense; she 

specializes in fidelity to the event and in word music; she conveys the unnameable with 

overwhelming intensity.  Is this not enough?

The four writers I am studying fell into depths of emotion that tend to remain 

shallow in most people, and brought back incisive accounts of the terra incognita that 

they encountered.  Shakespeare and Dickinson appear to have profoundly and 

obsessively fallen in love with persons who not only failed to requite their love, but 

whose merits were mostly coinages of the poets' brains.  Hopkins, perhaps in part 



because he attempted to violently repress a similar love for a person of the same sex, 

was plunged into a black hole of depression.  Keats, dazzled by Fanny Brawne while 

resisting her allure and continuing to write poems that disparaged love as a sickness 

and a delusion, created in his greatest poetry – all of it written after he fell in love with 

her – an uncanny and numinous synthesis of elements that I call "Keats's Dharma."   

Let us take only "La Belle Dame Sans Merci" – on the face of it, the reworking of an old 

Medieval legend in ballad form, an exercise in pure romanticism that cannot possibly be

intended to tell a contemporary human being anything pertinent about the nature of 

love.  We can nonetheless immeasurably enrich our reading of this poem by nesting it in

a reading of all the other poems, causing every poem to concatenate with every other 

poem.  So we can read several poems on love, some of which Keats scratched into 

letters without the least thought that they would ever be read by anyone other than his 

correspondent, much less published, and use them to illuminate each other.  We can 

also find, in his prose correspondence, repeated disdainful expostulations about how 

"rediculous" his friends became when they fell in love and married, and how determined

he was never to "settle" and be trapped in domesticity.  "La belle dame sans merci" 

becomes interesting, then, perhaps for the most vulgar of reasons: having seen the 

movie Bright Star, maybe, and viewing Keats through the lens of a director who has 

centered the movie on his relationship with Franny Brawne, we have gotten curious 

about the poet and have further learned that he wrote this poem soon after becoming 

besotted by her.  It isn't all that interesting as a poem about love, and it certainly does 

not seem to be "universal" (the professors love that word, and can cause narcolepsy 

when they explain that the poet attains the universal by faithfully rendering the local and



specific).  The poem does not give us love the way it is experienced by most people: the

content seems fairly remote from real life.  But it is interesting as a poem by this writer, 

making a further statement of a view found elsewhere in his poetry, both published and 

unpublished, and his letters; and for me it is very interesting as the production of a man 

who has just fallen head over heels in love with a woman almost against his will, 

because he finds her absolutely captivating for reasons he can't even put into words.  

When he proposes to her and is accepted, he keeps their engagement a secret from his

closest friends – which makes more sense in light of the poems he tossed off about 

what fools they had made of themselves when they were falling in love and the letters 

about how demoralizing it was to witness their utter domestication by marriage.

The poems of these four writers are challenging because their experiences 

nearly overwhelmed them and would be difficult to verbalize in any case, inasmuch as 

the sensations evoked stand well outside the realm of the normal and the safely 

conventional.  All four returned again and again, with near-pathological perseveration, to

these determinative experiences.

To isolate any single poem from all the others, and from what we know about the 

backstory, drastically impoverishes our reading experience.  We curtail our 

understanding for no good reason, unless we consider it worth our while to make 

obeisance to a false critical theory that was ginned up by self-aggrandizing self-

appointed experts – who, while they may have possessed great erudition and large 

vocabularies, did not love poetry any more than you and I do.


